
PORT PLANNING, DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION

Since the beginning of dawn, intelligent life has evolved along the 
waterways of the globe. Man eventually used his experience from 
nature’s harbours to create his own.

In the beginning of this 3rd millennium, the ever extensive 
use of existing, man-made harbours has put forward the issue of 
special demands concerning the subject of harbour extension.

Key-role: The Design-and-Build contractor 
Any professional harbour author ity or owner, of course, 
constantly evaluates the requirements put on his Harbour. 
These range from a mere rise in numbers or tonnage, through 
decisions to expand existing activities, and furthermore, the 
needs to offer new services. Frequently, long term strategies lay 
the foundation for projects which are not quite in tune with 
the harbour of today.

A wide and very qualified range of institutions, organisations 
and companies serve owners and harbour authorities well within 
almost every imaginable area, thus, meeting all kinds of needs, as 
well as contributing to both specific developments and evolving 
visionary trends. They are all very recommendable for a gamut 
of reasons; not only from economic and scientific points of view; 
and all are needed.

In a very real and competitive world, we must, however, when 
speaking about harbour extensions, also focus on the construction 
process. The focus is not so much on the fact that a project is 
untaken, but much more, on the way the project is undertaken 
and completed.

Hand in hand: Harbour and contractor
The ideal process, starting with the owner’s clear definition  
of his objectives, is creating the right technical project. But, as 
we all need to acknowledge, there is no such thing as the right 
technical project. 

Too often, a specific project design is brought forward as 
‘the solution’, and a good solution it often is. But is it the right 
solution? We, as Civil Engineers, calculate the forces, based on 
models for the waves, the wind, the sediment movements and 
more. The forces taken into account might also include dynamic 
situations such as earthquakes, ice, accidents, container loads, 
moving equipment and more.

Our capability to perform advanced calculations in almost 
any thinkable field seems to be boundless. But the real test is the 
choices we make. This is where the Design-and-Build contractor 
is needed. 

Priority: Accept and respect the actual site 
Nothing in the real world compares to reality. Many good, 
even outstanding designs, have failed when ‘implanted’ into 
the actual location. This is why the contractor must be able to 
offer his experience at the time when choices have to be made, 
because he can bring to the project, and the process, results from 
his company’s 1:1 scale ‘tests’, stemming from previous projects. 
Unlike all the calculations in the world, his results stem from 
empirical ‘trials.’ He also knows that no two harbour projects in 
the world are alike. 

In the theoretical world, with all its qualifications, ‘different’ 
projects could be designed alike.  

Logically, since two projects are not alike, something more in 
this phase is needed. Thus enters the contractor introducing and 
offering in this phase, all of his empirical and other experiences. 
Why?

Since it is in this phase, the ‘intelligence of the waterways’ must 
be put into use.

It is not the aim of this article to theorise and systemise the 
various demands, considerations or even conflicting requirements. 
But it is a fact, that having set out with a contractor, whose 
expected completion on time and on budget is a prerogative, the 
project, and thereby the owner, is by far, better served by having 
incorporated the experiences from countless realised projects. 

The costs of improvement: Harbour 
construction with minimum side-effects
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Aasiat, Greenland: Pihl introduced blasted rock from nearby site instead of the 
proposed, but not available sandfill.

Lüderitz: Pihl introduced sheet pile walls instead of the designed concrete  
structure, thus almost doubling the length of pier for the same cost.
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Getting it done: The right way
By introducing experience next to the wishes of the owner, we 
have the best of both worlds. Not only will the best practical 
solutions be brought forward to the owner, but just as importantly, 
the contractor will point out the way to complete the project, 
thus optimising the final result as well as reducing the side effects 
during the construction period. 

It is the obligation of any responsible contractor to take into 
account these side effects. The total cost for a new project, paid 
by the owner, includes the effects of day to day business in the 
harbour, the risk of loosing customers during (and after) the 
construction period and the risk of not being able to attract new 
customers. In these respects, the contractor can serve the owner 
well, if allowed to early in the process.

Planning D-day in 1944, navy engineers spent too many 
months designing all types of floating docks. Finally, Winston 
Churchill entered and said, “Don’t fuss about it, do it!”

Pihl & Søn A.S. is Denmark’s most active contracting 

company internationally, and is the 75th largest 

contracting companies in the world. During the last 

twenty years Pihl has lifted projects in more than 40 

countries including the North Atlantic Area, Africa, 

Europe, the Middle and Far East and the Caribbeans. 

Many of the contracts are carried out by Pihl alone, 

but quite a few joint ventures are formed with other 

companies from around the world.

Furthermore, Pihl operates through subsidiaries in 

Iceland, Greenland, The Faroe Islands and Germany, 

and through associated companies in Sweden and 

Lithuania.

Pihl’s annual turnover in the fiscal year 2004 amounts 

to 3,8 MDKK (510 mill. EUR). 49% of the annual 

turnover was derived from work carried out abroad, 

and 51% from domestic activities.

Pihl’s main activities, in Denmark and abroad, cover a 

wide range of projects including large infrastructure 

assignments such as harbours, bridges, tunnels, 

roads, and airports. Water supply and environmental 

engineering projects are of increasing importance.

Pihl & Søn A.S.

Nybrovej 116

2800 Kgs. Lyngby

Denmark

Tel: +45 27 72 00

Fax: +45 27 71 00

E-mail: kjl@pihl-as.dk

Website: www.pihl-as.dk

ABOUT THE COMPANY ENQUIRIES 

Zanzibar: Pihl secures the receival of tourists and goods while constructing a 
new quay.

Jamaica: Pihl is using a well proven design in several ongoing extensions.


